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Sepur was born to 
ensure a greater 
attention to our 
customers

Anglotech, specialized from 90’s in the 
production and sales of marine spare 
parts, in 2015 decided to devote a 
great investment in separators and heat 
exchangers components.



Today, we are proud to introduce Sepur a 
new brand of Anglotech s.r.l.

Sepur is specialized in supplying alternative 
spare parts for the main brands of 
separators and heat exchangers.

After many years of experience and 
devolopment and thanks to signed 
agreements with highly qualified Italian 
workshop, our product is an excellent 
compromise between competitive prices 
and good quality.



THE CREW
Our expert and higly-skilled team dedicates 

a great attention to every kind of enquiry 
and specific need of our customers.

In the sales department, Mirco, Alice and 
Riccardo guarantee a fast response and 
assistance and are at your disposal for any 
technical needs.

Our forwarding department will ensure a 
neutral packaging and all your needs will be 
met.

In addition you can rely on our large 
warehouse, where the quality check and 
daily activities are made with a special care.

A reliable, expert, young and dynamic 
team make Sepur a great solution for your 
separators and heat exchangers spares.



ALFA LAVAL
Sepur is able to supply a wide range of 

non-genuine and OEM marine spare parts 
for Alfa Laval, the greatest brand of marine 
purifiers.

In addition, we can offer reconditioned 
complete machines.

We have a large stock in order to 
guarantee an immediate delivery for all your 
needs.

Alfa Laval types available:

MAB
MIB
MAPX
MOPX
MMPX
MMB
MFPX
WHPX
FOPX
LOPX
S – SU series
P serie

Complementary parts of the purifier: valves, pressure 
switches, filters, indicators, etc.
All the spares supplied by Sepur are covered by a 
12-months warranty.

 is not directly affiliated to any brand and makers. 
The use of the part number/model/type and name is for 
reference only.
It is not intended that Anglotech parts are supplied by 
original makers.



WESTFALIA
Sepur can offer non-genuine and OEM 

spare parts for Westfalia separators.

Thanks to the enlargement of our 
warehouse, we have a wide stock of spare 
parts, which enables us to offer a very short 
delivery time.

Westfalia types available:

OTA
OSA
OSB
OSC
PSD series

All the spares supplied by Sepur are covered by a 
12-months warranty.

 is not directly affiliated to any brand and makers. 
The use of the part number/model/type and name is for 
reference only.
It is not intended that Anglotech parts are supplied by 
original makers.



NIREX
Sepur can offer alternative marine spare 

parts for Nirex heat exchangers.

With many years of experience, our team 
guarantees the total compatibility and 
functionality of its products with genuine 
Nirex heat exchangers.

Nirex heat exchangers spare parts are 
mostly made in Italy and available on stock.

Plates and gaskets are provided in OEM 
materials, completely machined and tested 
(polymerization, vulcanization and final 
check) by an Italian qualified workshop.

All the plates are in titanium and the 
gaskets in NBR (for further information, 
you can easily download the technical data 
sheet available on our website).

As for the P16, P26 and P36 heat exchangers types, 
we have 0.5mm thick plates in titanium and NBR 
gaskets (already glued or not) on stock.

Nirex types available:

P16
P26
P36

The products are guaranteed for 12 months since 
shipment date.

 is not directly affiliated to any brand and makers. 
The use of the part number/model/type and name is for 
reference only.
It is not intended that Anglotech parts are supplied by 
original makers.




